GREEN SCHOOLS
USGBC-LA’s Green Schools Program is devoted to bringing the fundamentals of sustainability
education to K-12 students and schools across the Greater Los Angeles region through workshops,
volunteer opportunities, and micro-grants to provide sustainable solutions for campuses.
The Sustainability Fundamentals education sessions consist of a high-level overview of sustainability concepts
for primary and secondary school students. The 90-minute workshop is delivered in two 45 minute sessions by
experts from our member network of sustainability professionals.

Join us in fostering more climate-conscious citizens and communities for our future,
by enrolling your class for FREE and helping us spread the word at your school!
USGBC-LA has successfully presented Sustainability Fundamentals workshops to schools in the greater LA
community, impacting over 1,000 students with 40 different sessions in 2021 alone.

THE GREEN SCHOOLS PROGRAM PROVIDES:
Access to the Sustainability Fundamentals education sessions developed by USGBC-LA.
These workshops introduce students to the goals, principles, and practical applications of
sustainability covering an array of topics.
Interactive toolkits, designs, and ideas to work on small hands-on projects for
demonstration and experiential learning following the workshops
Intro to green careers and sustainability jobs for high school students
Additional resources and contacts to continue the sustainability journey for you and
your students, including free access to the USGBC Learning Lab with more than 580
sustainability lessons across all K-12 grade levels and multiple subjects in English and
Spanish
Free USGBC-LA memberships for students, teachers, and school staff

ENROLL YOUR CLASS TODAY!
Joseph Warner

ACES Pathway Program

"Thank you all for taking the time to teach the students, as well as sharing your knowledge and expertise throughout the two workshops. The work
that you all do is more important now than ever and getting that message across to the youth is significant. Your passion for your fields greatly
reflected upon the students and I think each one was engaged and learned something that they did not know before. I hope we can work
together again in the future to bring more attention to sustainability and green careers for the students!"

Wayne Alldredge

Associate Director O&M, Energy, & Commissioning Services, VCA Green

"As a lifelong learner and sustainability consultant, what I find most rewarding is teaching young people about the connections between the Earth
and our personal actions. The most inspiring moments I have in everything I do come from when a younger student can articulate a fully
developed connection of human action to global consequence and describes what they do to help save our planet. It truly gives me hope for our
future and I wouldn’t exchange those moments for the world."
usgbc-la.org

